SAISON 7

THE NOSE ON THE (MOUSTACHE) HANDLEBAR...
… every day since 2011, both literally
and figuratively!
Every day the company evolves. We
started with 2 people, today we are over
50 and we keep recruiting every month!
How many efforts to provide for all our
team members, how many challenges,
how many barriers to jump every day?
But what satisfaction and pride to carry
such a project!
The nose on the handlebar, there is
no better expression to symbolize the
Moustache adventure!
The nose on the Moustache handlebars
is once again every day to commute to
work or for leisure. In the literal sense this
time, but with a different meaning.

What a pleasure to disconnect a few
moments from the fast-moving world we
live in, to commune with nature, to feel
free, incredibly free! There is no better
way to recharge your batteries in just a
few kilometres.
What a pleasure to taste the magical
sensations of the electric bike, the
emotions and benefits it provides!

love for bicycle that only asks to develop,
over and over again. We only see bridges
between usages. Our Samedi 27 Xroad,
our most versatile model, is the best
example. What a great satisfaction to see
you riding it every day of the week leaving
your car in the garage and to cross your
path once again on a weekend cycling
with family or friends...

What a pleasure to cross day by day
more and more cyclists in our streets
of Epinal or elsewhere. Things change,
softly, but they change! New bicycle
routes are emerging. New users point
the tip of their handlebar, you maybe.

It is this satisfaction that drives and
motivates our team on a daily basis to
develop a range that is always closer to
your needs.

We sometimes oppose different forms
of cycling, traditional, electric, sports,
leisure, road, city, mountain biking... for
us, there is only one passion, a deep

Thank you all for your commitment and
your confidence during the last six years,
we wish you a nice season 7 the nose on
the Moustache handlebar of course :-{D
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WHY ?
SYSTEM BOSCH
ACTIVE LINE PLUS

It’s the strong belief that performance, quality and service are the foundation of any bicycle. Our partnership with
Bosch is based on these same values. Bosch is currently the most developed and efficient system that exists…
and it’s produced in Europe.

ACTIVE LINE PLUS

PERFORMANCE LINE CX

Driving pleasure at is best! The
new Bosch Active Plus motor,
ultra-natural, quiet, lightweight
and reliable ensures even more
driving pleasure.

With its maximum torque of
up to 75 Nm, the Performance
Line CX offers a powerful
motor for demanding riders. In
eMTB mode, the cyclist always
has the necessary power at
the right time. Benefit from a
perfectly dosed support of
up to 300% with incredible
dynamic and unique traction.

PERFORMANCE
LINE CRUISE
Dynamic and sporty assistance
up to 63 Nm gives you more
power from the start and
powerful driving in all situations.
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eMTB MODE
A mode for eMountain Bikers,
eMTB mode replaces the
current Sport mode in the
Performance Line CX range
and varies between Tour and
Turbo support modes. Thanks
to a maximum torque of up to
75 Nm, the motor dynamically
boosts the cyclist’s own power

SYSTEM BOSCH
PERFORMANCE
LINE CX

Powerful and sporty.

High torque and sporty.

a child’s play. For natural
pedaling sensations and
maximum performance on
your favorite singletracks.

Assisting support is controlled by the torque
applied on the pedals

The maximum torque of up
to 50 Nm offers progressive
acceleration and ideal
assistance for city rides or
tours! Absence of friction allows
to exceed the cutting speed of
25 km/h without even realizing
it! Just awesome!

between 120% and 300%.
Depending on the pedaling
power, the progressive
assistance automatically
adapts to each way of pedaling.
Without changing mode, the
motor assists by providing the
ideal power from the lowest
pedaling frequencies. Starting
on steep slopes and crossing
technical sections becomes

Efficient and progressive.
Perfect for daily use.

SYSTEM BOSCH
PERFORMANCE
LINE CRUISE

ASSISTANCE

TORQUE

ASSISTANCE

TORQUE

ASSISTANCE

TORQUE

ECO
Tour

40 %
100 %

35 Nm
40 Nm

50 %
120 %

40 Nm
50 Nm

50 %
120 %

40 Nm
50 Nm

Sport

170 %

45 Nm

190 %

55 Nm

210 %

60 Nm

Turbo
Nominal continuous rated power
according to EN 15194
Max. mechanical power @ cadence

250 %

50 Nm

275 %

63 Nm

300 %

75 Nm

250W

250W

250W

415W @78rpm

570W @88rpm

600W @80rpm

* % of support of the rider’s performance
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LUNDI 26
PRACTICAL URBAN
We strongly believe that it’s
possible to change our habits
and leave the car in the garage
on Monday morning (along
with the other days of the
week) and go to work, to the
market, shopping, or just to
discover your city from a new
perspective. You may even
find yourself having fun!
We wanted to share our
own experiences with you,
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and that’s why we created
the Lundi 26, a unique,
androgynous and chic e-bike.
We wanted to make it practical,
so we developed a stepthrough frame, and we used
26” balloon tires for additional
comfort. The exclusive and
ergonomic Moustache
handlebar provides a perfect
riding position with optimal
vision.

Another Moustache innovation: the frame.
It has vertical flex to filter
vibrations but uses a triplecavity tube for lateral stiffness,
offering maximal stability and
safety for unparalleled riding
pleasure!

FRIDAY 27
SPORTY URBAN
If you’re one of those riders
who wants a bike that’s
different and who likes having
fun while getting around,
we’ve got the bike for you! We
created the Friday because
sometimes we all just want to
have a little fun.
Think of it as the bicycle
version of “casual Friday” at
the office. It’s fast in the city
and practical, sporty and fun
once you break out of the
urban jungle!
We took great pleasure
developing it and designing
his hydroformed frame with
integrated Bosch battery
down to the very last detail.
This new frame is using our
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exclusive Hidden Power
technology both super
practical and efficient. Even
when integrated, the 400 or
500Wh battery remains easy
to install, easy to remove, easy
to carry, easy to swap! Yeah!!!!!
We have increased the
practical side by adding a
Moustache Quick-Park stem,
allowing a 90° turn of the
handlebar in a snap. Super
practical to park your Friday in
an alley way for example!!!
T h e w i d e r n ew re a r
carrier offers an extensive
compatibility with most
popular child seats on the
market along with a reinforced
stiffness, thanks to the 2

strong fixing connections
to the frame via the tubular
mudguard.
Comfort is also on the menu
with the addition of new
suspension forks creating a
Friday range more versatile
than ever! The legendary
Brooks saddle and 27.5x2.35
balloon tires complement the
comfort and elegance at the
fullest. The powerful Bosch
Performance or Performance
CX motors will propel you
forward efficiently, spicing up
your commutes!

h Friday 27 Speed :
page 110

SAMEDI 28
VERSATILE TREKKING
What do you think of a bike
made for taking full advantage
of weekends, and why not the
other days of the week, too?
The Samedi 28 is the bike for
old-school rides, family rides,
leisure rides, or rides that get
your heart pumping; to look
good while you’re riding on
city streets or country lanes;
slow rides or riding as fast as
you can; short rides or riding
as long as you can!
The first model Samedi 28.1
is using the frame which has
build the reputation of the
Samedi 28, always declined in
2 versions: Standard or Open
frame for easier access. This
first level is propelled by the
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all new Bosch “Active Plus”
providing a “supernatural”
assistance both dynamic and
energy-efficient with almost no
friction.
Samedi 28.3 and 28.5 Standard and Open benefit from
powerful Bosch Performance
and Performance CX systems
but most significantly from our
exclusive Hidden Power technology!!! The 400 or 500Wh
battery is nicely integrated but
remain easily accessible or
can be swap within seconds
with any other similar Bosch
battery! Too easy!
It also comes with our famous
M o u s t a c h e h a n d l e b a r,
with our innovative tubular

mudguards that are both
stiff and lightweight, a wider
and more stable rear carrier
including QL3 mounts to easily
“clic” your compatible panniers
on! We hope you’ll find just
what you’re looking for among
the different Samedi models:
9, 10 or 11 speed, Standard or
Open frame.
h Samedi 28 Speed :
page 111

SAMEDI 27 XROAD
MULTI-PURPOSE ROAD / ALL TERRAIN
“One for all and everything’s
possible!” That could be
Samedi 27 Xroad’s motto.
We were constantly being
asked for a bike for urban use,
the same bike for touring, and
the same again for occasional
mountain bike use! Not easy!
So, for the Samedi 27 Xroad,
we took advantage of the
potential of 27.5“ wheels and
Hutchinson Python tires,
which roll well but provide
good comfort and traction
thanks to their many small
studs. Equipped with a mud
guard, QL3-compatible rear
rack, kickstand and highperformance lighting, Samedi
27 Xroad has everything it
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needs for efficient everyday
use.
Like on the Samedi 28 and
Friday 27, the wider rear
rack facilitates the assembly
of a clamp-on child seat.
The range is growing this
year and sees the launch
of our new hydroformed
f ra me w ith inte grate d
Bosch battery on Xroad 3, 5
and 7. This new Standard
or Open frame is using our
exclusive Hidden Power
technology both super
practical and efficient. Even
when integrated, the 400 or
500Wh battery remains easy
to install, easy to remove,
easy to carry, easy to swap!

Great for every day use, to
go on a weekend ride or
even to challenge the highest
mountains thanks to his super
powerful Bosch Performance
and Performance CX systems
associated with wide range
gearing transmissions.
Xroad 1 is using the all new
Bosch Active Plus system
proposing an ultra quiet and
very natural support.
Samedi 27 Xroad, It’s up to
you to find out how far it can
go... or how far you can go!
;-{D

SAMEDI 27
RECREATIONAL MTB /
An eMTB??? That’s for lazy
people!!! That’s what we said
originally… And if you still think
so, we invite you to visit one
of our dealer or test center to
discover the potential of those
smiling machines!
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Thanks to the Bosch
Performance or Performance
CX systems, the bicycles
capacities are multiplied at a
level hard to imagine! Climbs
are done (almost) as fast as
the downhill’s and no one will

question the fact that MTB
downhill is not a sport!
h Samedi 27/9 Speed :
page 113

CARBON
We could have talked of the 890g saved, of the several % increased stiffness, of the high modulus and high
strength Toray T700 fibres, the exclusive manufacturing process to control the outside and inside of the tube.
We could have written 3 pages, but we preferred to keep it simple:

JUST LIGHTER, NICER, FASTER, MORE LIVELY! FOREVER MORE FUN!!!

EXCLUSIVE COMPONENTS

JUST MOUSTACHE
CARBON ASYMMETRICAL RIMS 27.5+ JUST MOUSTACHE
ALUMINIUM ASYMMETRICAL RIMS 27.5+
JUST MOUSTACHE
Developed specifically for
27.5x2.8 tires, the JUST
Moustache rim uses an
aluminium 6061-E.
It is welded and heat
treated and subsequently
microbead blasting to
further increase its stability
and strength. The sidewalls
are specially reinforced to
withstand possible impacts.
The asymmetrical profile
ensures a homogeneous
tension between the two
layers of spokes, which
guaranty a greater stability
and a greater dynamism.
After many tests, we opted
for an internal width of
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35mm for a perfect match
with 2.8 tires.
This is the best balance to
maintain a “balloon” tire
that does not penalize the
steering or when placing
the bike on the angle.
Thus the riding remains
per fectly natural and
dynamic! Just perfect!!!
The annular bearing hubs
allow to reduce frictions
to the lowest once again
to serve dynamism and
performance!
Why should we waste a
single watt of battery with a
poor set of wheels? ;-{D

Also developed specifically for
27.5x2.8 tires, the JUST Moustache
rim uses a high strength Toray T700
Carbon. Like the aluminium rim, we
have achieved the best performance
with an internal width of 35mm for a
perfect match with 2.8 tires.
This is the best balance to maintain a
“balloon” tire that does not penalize
the steering or when putting the bike
on the angle.
Even more important on a carbon rim,
the sidewalls have a higher thickness
to withstand the most severe
impacts! As for our aluminium rim,
the profile is asymmetrical to obtain a
homogeneous tension between the
two layers of spokes which guaranty
a greater stability and a greater
dynamism. Here, thanks to the use
of carbon, we have even been able
to increase the asymmetrical value
without compromising the proper
balance of the rim.

Thus, we can use only 28 spokes,
straight for direct transmission of
effort. Double butted to lower weight
and inertia. Thanks also to the
aluminum nipples that save a few
grams.
The hubs are no exception! They are
CNC machined with ultra-precise
tolerances to allow the annular
bearings to express themselves
freely.
The free wheel is specific. It has
4 double ratchet pawls for a
better engagement and an effort
distribution.
Essential! When we know the power
and the potential of our eMTB! With
a pair of wheels at 1690g, ultradynamic, extreme performance are
waiting for you!!!
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MERCREDI 12
BEGINNER KIDS

Frame aeronautical hydroformed
variable thickness alloy, single tube /
Fork Rigid fork, aeronautical alloy,
single-sided / Rims alloy / Tires 12”
mixed / Saddle Velo special kids’
saddle / Seatpost integrated 25.4mm
diameter / Gaurantee 5 years frame
and fork, 2 years accessories / Size :
saddle height adjustable from 34
to 41cm from the ground, suitable
from approximately 20 months to 4/5
years / Available in seven colours /
Weight : 3,4 kg
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The Mercredi 12 is a bit of
a special project: it was
born by accident…but
with the Moustache! We
designed it for our own
satisfaction, but also for
our children. It’s the only
Moustache bike without
electric pedal assistance,
but it might be the most
important one in our
collection: it’s a bike to
begin riding that will give
young riders the desire
to continue. It’s a bike
without compromises,

that uses the same
technologies as highend adult models.
The Mercredi 12 is
designed to teach kids
how to maintain balance
on a bike. It’s reassuring
for children, because
they can control their
balance and speed with
their feet. This will allow
them to progress rapidly,
and within a few short
months you’ll see your
child pushing off and
lifting up his or her feet

more and more often
and for longer periods
of time. And when he or
she is finally old enough
for a bike with pedals,
you won’t need training
wheels!
The walkbike… It’s magic!

SAMEDI 27 XROAD 3 / 5 / 7

SAMEDI 27 OPEN XROAD 3 / 5 / 7

DIMANCHE 28 FITNESS 1 / 3

SAMEDI 27 X2 VTT / TRK

TT

HT

HT

ST
SA

HA

SA

RC
WB

BB

BB

WB

User (estimated fitting size)
Size (mm) - ST

HA

ST
RC

1,55 - 1,70 m

1,68 - 1,83 m

1,81 - 1,95 m

410 (S)

470 (M)

530 (L)

Top tube
(horizontal measure in mm) - TT

560

585

Chainstay (mm) - RC

470

Head Tube (mm) - HT

User (estimated fitting size)
Size (mm) - ST

1,55 - 1,70 m

1,68 - 1,83 m

1,81 - 1,95 m

390 (S)

450 (M)

510 (L)

User (estimated fitting size)

1,55 1,70 m

1,68 1,83 m

1,81 1,95 m

User (estimated fitting size)

Size (mm) - ST

410 (S)

470 (M)

530 (L)

Size (mm) - ST

560

585

610

1,55 - 1,80 m

1,80 - 1,95 m

430 (S)

480 (L)

Top tube (horizontal measure in mm) - TT

591

629

610

Top tube
(horizontal measure in mm) - TT

550

575

600

Top tube
(horizontal measure in mm) - TT

470

470

Chainstay (mm) - RC

470

470

470

Chainstay (mm) - RC

470

470

470

Chainstay (mm) - RC

460

460

140

140

160

Head Tube (mm) - HT

140

150

160

Head Tube (mm) - HT

140

150

170

Head Tube (mm) - HT

110

110

Wheel base (mm) - WB

1098

1116

1137

Wheel base (mm) - WB

1088

1106

1124

Wheel base (mm) - WB

1090

1110

1131

Wheel base (mm) - WB

1212

1251

Bottom bracket (mm) - BB

298

298

298

Bottom bracket (mm) - BB

297

297

297

Bottom bracket (mm) - BB

292

292

292

Rake (mm) - FO

51

51

Seat tube angle (°) - SA

71

71

71

Seat tube angle (°) - SA

71,5

71

71

Seat tube angle (°) - SA

72,5

72,5

72,5

Bottom bracket (mm) - BB

357

357

Head angle (°) - HA

67,5

68

68,5

Head angle (°) - HA

67,5

68

68,5

Head angle (°) - HA

69

69,5

70

Seat tube angle (°) - SA

74,3

74,3

Reach (mm)

350

374

393

Reach (mm)

346

364

385

Reach (mm)

365

386

405

Head angle (°) - HA

64,8

64,8

Stack (mm)

617

620

641

Stack (mm)

616

627

640

Stack (mm)

611

623

644
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27,5 / 27,5

27,5 / 27,5

Reach - (mm)

Wheel size Rear / Front (”)

421

459

Stack - (mm)

600

600
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SAMEDI 27 OFF

User (estimated fitting size)
Size (mm) - ST
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SAMEDI 27 OFF 2

1,33 - 1,50 m
350 (XS)

User (estimated fitting size)
Size (mm) - ST

SAMEDI 27 OFF 2 OPEN

1,55 - 1,70 m

1,68 - 1,83 m

1,81 - 1,95 m

410 (S)

470 (M)

530 (L)

User (estimated fitting size)
Size (mm) - ST

560

585

610

Top tube
(horizontal measure in mm) - TT

1,49 - 1,61 m

1,59 - 1,76 m

1,74 - 1,90 m

390 (S)

450 (M)

510 (L)

550

575

600

Top tube (horizontal measure in mm) - TT

540

Top tube
(horizontal measure in mm) - TT

Chainstay (mm) - RC

438

Chainstay (mm) - RC

470

470

470

Chainstay (mm) - RC

470

470

470

Head Tube (mm) - HT

90

Head Tube (mm) - HT

140

140

160

Head Tube (mm) - HT

140

150

160

Wheel base (mm) - WB

1150

Wheel base (mm) - WB

1105

1124

1144

Wheel base (mm) - WB

1095

1113

1131

Bottom bracket (mm) - BB

300

Bottom bracket (mm) - BB

305

305

305

Bottom bracket (mm) - BB

305

305

305

Seat tube angle (°) - SA

73,5

Seat tube angle (°) - SA

70

70

70

Seat tube angle (°) - SA

70,5

70

70

Head angle (°) - HA

70

Head angle (°) - HA

66,5

67

67,5

Head angle (°) - HA

66,5

67

67,5

Reach (mm)

378

Reach (mm)

340

364

382

Reach (mm)

335

353

374

Stack (mm)

547

Stack (mm)

623

626

648

Stack (mm)

621

633

646
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SAMEDI 27 OFF 4 / 6 / 8

SAMEDI 27 TRAIL

SAMEDI 27 RACE

SAMEDI 27 LT

TT
REACH

STACK

HT

SA

HA

ST

RC

BB

WB

User (estimated fitting size)
Size (mm) - ST

1,55 - 1,70 m

1,68 - 1,83 m

1,81 - 1,95 m

400 (S)

460 (M)

520 (L)

Top tube
(horizontal measure in mm) - TT

565

590

Chainstay (mm) - RC

459

Head Tube (mm) - HT

User (estimated fitting size)
Size (mm) - ST

1,53 - 1,70 m

1,68 - 1,85 m

1,83 - 2,00 m

400 (S)

440 (M)

500 (L)

620

Top tube
(horizontal measure in mm) - TT

565

600

459

459

Chainstay (mm) - RC

465

100

110

130

Head Tube (mm) - HT

Wheel base (mm) - WB

1132

1158

1190

Wheel base (mm) - WB

Bottom bracket (mm) - BB

322

322

322

Seat tube angle (°) - SA

73,3

73,3

Head angle (°) - HA

67,7

Reach (mm)
Stack (mm)
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User (estimated fitting size)
Size (mm) - ST

1,53 - 1,70 m

1,68 - 1,85 m

1,83 - 2,00 m

400 (S)

440 (M)

500 (L)

User (estimated fitting size)
Size (mm) - ST

1,55 - 1,80 m

1,80 - 1,95 m

430 (S)

480 (L)

591

629

630

Top tube
(horizontal measure in mm) - TT

565

600

630

Top tube
(horizontal measure in mm) - TT

465

465

Chainstay (mm) - RC

465

465

465

Chainstay (mm) - RC

460

460

100

110

130

Head Tube (mm) - HT

100

110

130

Head Tube (mm) - HT

110

110

1160

1196

1229

Wheel base (mm) - WB

1168

1204

1236

Wheel base (mm) - WB

1212

1251

Rake (mm) - FO

51

51

51

Rake (mm) - FO

51

51

51

Rake (mm) - FO

51

51

73,3

Bottom bracket (mm) - BB

342

342

342

Bottom bracket (mm) - BB

349

349

349

Bottom bracket (mm) - BB

357

357

67,7

67,7

Seat tube angle (°) - SA

74,6

74,6

74,6

Seat tube angle (°) - SA

73,7

73,7

73,7

Seat tube angle (°) - SA

74,3

74,3

375

398

422

Head angle (°) - HA

67,6

67,6

67,6

Head angle (°) - HA

66,5

66,5

66,5

Head angle (°) - HA

64,8

64,8

617

626

645

Wheel size (”)

27,5+

27,5+

27,5+

Wheel size (”)

27,5+

27,5+

27,5+

27,5 / 27,5

27,5 / 27,5

Reach - (mm)

404

436

461

Reach - (mm)

404

436

461

Reach - (mm)

421

459

Stack - (mm)

602

611

629

Stack - (mm)

602

611

629

Stack - (mm)

600

600

Wheel size Rear / Front (”)
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FRIDAY 27 SPEED

User (estimated fitting size)
Size (mm) - ST

SAMEDI 28 SPEED

1,50 - 1,65 m

1,63 - 1,75 m

1,73 - 1,85 m

1,83 - 1,95 m

440 (S)

480 (M)

520 (L)

560 (XL)

Top tube (horizontal
measure in mm) - TT

560

580

600

Chainstay (mm) - RC

475

475

Head Tube (mm) - HT

140

Wheel base (mm) - WB

User (estimated fitting size)
Size (mm) - ST

1,55 - 1,70 m

1,68 - 1,83 m

1,81 - 1,95 m

410 (S)

470 (M)

530 (L)

User (estimated fitting size)

1,50 - 1,65 m

1,63 - 1,75 m

1,73 - 1,85 m

1,83 - 1,95 m

440 (S)

480 (M)

520 (L)

560 (XL)

User (estimated fitting size)

1,68 - 1,83 m

1,81 - 1,95 m

470 (M)

530 (L)

620

575

600

625

475

475

Chainstay (mm) - RC

456

456

456

165

190

215

Head Tube (mm) - HT

100

120

140

1076

1081

1096

1100

Wheel base (mm) - WB

1121

1148

1174

Bottom bracket (mm) - BB

291

291

291

291

Bottom bracket (mm) - BB

333

333

333

71,5

Seat tube angle (°) - SA

72,6

71,6

71,6

70,6

Seat tube angle (°) - SA

73

73

73

69,5

69,5

Head angle (°) - HA

70,6

71,1

71,6

72,1

Head angle (°) - HA

68,5

68,5

68,5

360

373

387

Reach (mm)

394

400

411

411

Reach (mm)

398

418

437

606

627

646

Stack (mm)

570

605

621

647

Stack (mm)

603

622

641

600

Top tube (horizontal
measure in mm) - TT

560

580

560

580

600

475

475

Chainstay (mm) - RC

452

452

452

Chainstay (mm) - RC

475

475

165

190

210

Head Tube (mm) - HT

130

150

170

Head Tube (mm) - HT

140

1076

1081

1096

1100

Wheel base (mm) - WB

1066

1081

1102

Wheel base (mm) - WB

Bottom bracket (mm) - BB

296

296

296

296

Bottom bracket (mm) - BB

298

298

298

Seat tube angle (°) - SA

72,6

71,6

71,6

70,6

Seat tube angle (°) - SA

71,5

71,5

Head angle (°) - HA

70,6

71,1

71,6

72,6

Head angle (°) - HA

69

Reach (mm)
Stack (mm)

394

400

411

411

Reach (mm)

570

605

621

647

Stack (mm)

Size (mm) - ST

1,55 - 1,70 m
410 (S)

620

Size (mm) - ST

SAMEDI 27/9 SPEED

Top tube
(horizontal measure in mm) - TT

Top tube
(horizontal measure in mm) - TT

128 / MOUSTACHE - SEASON 7

DIMANCHE 28 SPEED
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